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EMDR PROGRESS NOTES AND WORKSHEET 

A therapist may use an Eye Movement Desensi�za�on and Reprocessing (EMDR) progress note 
to document and track the progress of a client's EMDR therapy sessions. EMDR is a specialized 
therapeu�c approach that focuses on resolving trauma�c experiences or distressing memories 
by integra�ng bilateral s�mula�on techniques, such as eye movements, taps, or auditory tones, 
to facilitate the processing of the trauma. 

Here are some reasons why a therapist would use an EMDR progress note: 

• Treatment Planning. The progress note allows the therapist to outline the client's 
treatment goals and objec�ves related to their trauma or distressing experiences. It 
helps establish a roadmap for therapy and provides a framework for tracking progress 
and evalua�ng the effec�veness of EMDR interven�ons. 

• Session Details. The progress note documents the specifics of each EMDR session, 
including the date, dura�on, and any significant events or interven�ons used during the 
session. It may include details about the client's emo�onal and physiological responses, 
observed changes in affect or behavior, and notable insights or breakthroughs. 

• Target Iden�fica�on. EMDR progress notes include informa�on about the specific 
targets or memories that were processed during the session. This includes details about 
the original trauma�c event, associated nega�ve beliefs, desired posi�ve beliefs, and 
any shi�s or changes in the client's beliefs or percep�ons that occurred during the 
reprocessing. 

• Progress Evalua�on. Progress notes enable the therapist to monitor the client's progress 
over �me. By documen�ng the client's subjec�ve ra�ngs of distress levels before and 
a�er each session, the therapist can track changes in the intensity of trauma�c 
memories or triggers. This informa�on helps the therapist assess the effec�veness of 
EMDR interven�ons and adjust the treatment plan if necessary. 

• Interven�on Strategies. The progress note allows the therapist to record the specific 
interven�ons or techniques used during each EMDR session. This may include details 
about the bilateral s�mula�on methods employed, any cogni�ve or emo�onal 
processing techniques applied, and varia�ons in the standard EMDR protocol tailored to 
the client's needs. 

• Follow-up and Con�nuity of Care. EMDR progress notes serve as a historical record and 
provide valuable informa�on for future reference, ensuring con�nuity of care in case of 
therapist changes or breaks in treatment. The progress notes can be shared with other 
healthcare professionals involved in the client's care to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of the client's progress and treatment plan. 

In clinical prac�ce, proceed only a�er “Prepara�on Phase.” Comments you may make to your 
client are in italics. For example, you may give these specific instruc�ons: “Often, we will be 
doing a simple check on what you are experiencing. I need to know from you exactly what is 
going on with as clear feedback as possible. Sometimes things will change and sometimes they 
won’t. There are no “supposed to’s” in this process. So just give as accurate feedback as you can 
as to what’s happening without judging whether it should be happening or not. Just let 
whatever happens, happen.” Remember to tell the client about the STOP hand signal. 
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Client Name: ________________________________________ Date: _____________________ 

Presenting issue or memory ______________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

Image ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Most disturbing - “What picture represents the worst part of the incident?” 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
If no picture - “When you think of the incident, what do you see or imagine?” 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Negative cognition (NC) - “What words go best with that picture/incident that express your 
negative belief about yourself now?” 
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Positive cognition (PC) - “When you bring up that picture/incident, what would you like to 
believe about yourself now?” 
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Validity of Cogni�on (VoC) - “When you think of that picture/incident, how true do those words 
(repeat the posi�ve cogni�on above) feel to you now on a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 feels 
completely false, and 7 feels completely true?” 
 
      1        2        3        4       5     6      7 
completely false completely true 
 
Emotions “When you bring up that picture/incident and those words (nega�ve cogni�on above), 
what emotion(s) do you feel now?” 
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

SUDs - “On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is no disturbance or neutral and 10 is the highest 
disturbance you can imagine, how disturbing does the incident feel to you now? 
 0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9                10 
no disturbance/neutral              highest disturbance 
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Location of body sensations - “Where do you feel it in your body?” 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

Desensi�ze - “I’d like you to bring up that picture, those negative words (repeat the nega�ve 
cogni�on), and notice where you are feeling it at in your body – and follow my fingers.”  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

A�er set - “What do you notice now?” 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

Processing and checking for new channels - Con�nue processing with several sets of eye 
movements (tac�le or tones) un�l there is no new disturbing material coming up. “When you go 
back to the original experience, what do you notice now?” If there is no new disturbing material, 
check the SUDs (*SUDS should be 0 twice before moving to Installa�on). 
 
SUDs “On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is no disturbance or neutral and 10 is the highest 
disturbance you can imagine, how disturbing does the incident feel to you now? 
 0     1     2     3     4     5     6     7     8     9                10 
no disturbance/neutral              highest disturbance 
 
Installa�on - Linking the desired posi�ve cogni�on with the original memory/incident or 
picture: 

1. “Do the words (repeat the PC) still fit, or is there another positive statement you feel 
would be more suitable?” 

2. “Think about the original incident and those words (repeat the selected PC). From 1 
(completely false) to 7 (completely true), how true do they feel?” 

3. “Hold them together.” 
4. “On a scale of 1 to 7, how true do the words (PC) feel to you now when you think of the 

original incident?”  
5. Con�nue installa�on if the material is becoming more adap�ve. If the client reports a 6 

or 7, do EM again to strengthen and con�nue un�l it no longer strengthens. Go on to the 
Body Scan. 

6. If client reports a 6 or less, check appropriateness and address blocking belief (if 
necessary) with addi�onal reprocessing. 
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Body Scan - “Close your eyes and keep in mind the original memory and the words (repeat the 
selected PC). Then bring your attention to the different parts of your body, starting with your 
head and working downward. Any place you find any tension, tightness, or unusual sensations, 
tell me.” If any sensa�on is reported, do EM. If a posi�ve/comfortable sensa�on, do EM to 
strengthen the posi�ve feeling. If a sensa�on of discomfort is reported – reprocess un�l 
discomfort subsides. 
 
A�er a clear Body Scan - “Is there a gesture or movement that would help you connect with 
that feeling of (name the PC or new posi�ve feeling)?” 
 
Closure - Debrief the Experience 
“The processing we have done today may continue after the session. You may or may not notice 
new insights, thoughts, memories, or dreams. If so, just notice what you are experiencing and 
note it in your log. Use the resources we have been working on to help manage any disturbance.  
We can work on this new material next time.” 
 

Notes - Issues for future sessions, observa�ons, etc. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________  

  

 

 
 


